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DNA sequence motifs that affect RNA polymerase transcription
elongation are well studied in prokaryotic organisms and contrib-
ute directly to regulation of gene expression. Despite significant
work on the regulation of eukaryotic transcription, the effect of
DNA template sequence on RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcription
elongation remains unknown. In this study, we examined the
effects of DNA sequence motifs on Pol I transcription elongation
kinetics in vitro and in vivo. Specifically, we characterized how the
spy rho-independent terminator motif from Escherichia coli directly
affects Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pol I activity, demonstrating evo-
lutionary conservation of sequence-specific effects on transcription.
The insight gained from this analysis led to the identification of a
homologous sequence in the ribosomal DNA of S. cerevisiae. We
then used native elongating transcript sequencing (NETSeq) to de-
termine whether Pol I encounters pause-inducing sequences in
vivo. We found hundreds of positions within the ribosomal DNA
(rDNA) that reproducibly induce pausing in vivo. We also observed
significantly lower Pol I occupancy at G residues in the rDNA, inde-
pendent of other sequence context, indicating differential nucleo-
tide incorporation rates for Pol I in vivo. These data demonstrate
that DNA template sequence elements directly influence Pol I tran-
scription elongation. Furthermore, we have developed the neces-
sary experimental and analytical methods to investigate these
perturbations in living cells going forward.
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The production of a single ribosome requires the synthesis,
processing, and assembly of more than 80 proteins and four

noncoding RNAs known as ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) (1). Be-
cause this process represents the major energetic investment for
a rapidly dividing eukaryotic cell, it is subject to tight regulation.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the first step in ribosome biogenesis
is transcription of the 35S rRNA gene (also referred to as 37S
rRNA gene or RDN37) by RNA polymerase I (Pol I) (2). This
transcript is co- and posttranscriptionally processed to produce
three of the four RNAs required for ribosome biogenesis—18S,
5.8S, and 25S rRNAs (3, 4). Regulation of Pol I activity repre-
sents a robust method used by cells to control the rate of ribo-
some biogenesis. Previous studies concerning the regulation of
transcription by Pol I have principally focused on transcription
initiation. It is well established that recruitment of Pol I to the
ribosomal DNA (rDNA) promoter is a key regulatory target for
cellular control of ribosome biosynthesis (5). However, we and
others have shown that later steps in the transcription cycle can
be influenced by transcription factors (6–9). Furthermore, the
efficiency of transcription elongation directly affects processing
of the nascent rRNA (10). Thus, transacting factors or template
sequence features that influence transcription elongation by Pol
I can have substantial consequences on cellular proliferation by
affecting the synthesis or processing of rRNA.
While the effect of DNA template sequence on Pol I tran-

scription has not been established, elongation-affecting sequence
motifs have been identified as regulatory elements in prokaryotic
transcription systems (11, 12). One such motif is the rho-independent
terminator motif. This motif is composed of a guanine–cytosine

(G–C)-rich region of dyadic symmetry, followed by a thymine-
rich tract (T tract). Transcription of the T tract creates active
site instability induced by a weak RNA–DNA hybrid (12, 13).
This weakened complex is further perturbed by the formation
of an RNA hairpin in the upstream G–C-rich tract of the nascent
transcript. This combined effect results in efficient termination
of transcription by prokaryotic RNA polymerase (RNAP) in a pro-
tein factor-independent manner (13). Furthermore, similar motifs
that induce termination of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II have also
been found in viral and mammalian genes (14–16). Because the rho-
independent terminator motif affects the active site of RNAP,
which is conserved among all multisubunit RNA polymerases (17),
we reasoned that this motif will also affect Pol I.
In this study, we used a fully reconstituted promoter-dependent

transcription assay to determine if DNA template sequence can
affect Pol I transcription. The sequence motif that we used was the
rho-independent terminator motif from the spy gene of Escher-
ichia coli. We demonstrate that this motif induces termination
of Pol I transcription in vitro. We then used mutational analysis
of this motif to show that both the stem loop and uridine tract
(U tract) contribute to its effect on Pol I transcription. Based on
these observations, we identified sequence elements present in
the native 35S rRNA gene that also influence Pol I transcription
elongation kinetics and demonstrated that the effects of both
motifs on Pol I transcription are dependent on UTP concentration
in our in vitro system.

Significance

It is well known that ribosomal RNA processing is directly im-
pacted by the rate of transcription elongation by RNA polymerase I
(Pol I). To understand how these processes are orchestrated,
we must carefully define transcription elongation properties
in vitro and in living cells. Here, we characterize DNA sequence
elements that pause and terminate Pol I transcription in vitro.
We also establish methods for analyzing Pol I transcription elon-
gation properties in vivo using native elongating transcript se-
quencing (NETSeq). Our NETSeq data revealed frequent pausing
by Pol I and decreased Pol I occupancy at G residues, suggesting
unequal rates of nucleotide incorporation by the enzyme. These
findings redefine our understanding of Pol I transcription elon-
gation and its heterogeneity in vivo.
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To determine whether Pol I pauses in vivo and whether the
same sequence elements contribute to this pausing, we adapted
native elongating transcript sequencing (NETSeq) for use with
S. cerevisiae Pol I. This application of NETSeq enables precise
mapping of Pol I occupancy of the rDNA gene with single nucle-
otide resolution. We observed reproducibly heterogeneous occu-
pancy of Pol I on the rDNA in rapidly growing cells. Thorough
analysis of the resulting Pol I occupancy data revealed significantly
lower occupancy of Pol I at G residues throughout the rDNA.
Taken together, these data lead to the following conclusions: (i)
The effects of strong rho-independent terminator sequences on
RNA polymerase activity are conserved across domains of life;
and (ii) Pol I elongation efficiency is sensitive to both the DNA
sequence and other factors in vivo and in vitro.

Results
A Rho-Independent Terminator Motif Affects Pol I Transcription
Elongation. To test whether prokaryotic termination motifs can
affect Pol I transcription elongation, we used a fully reconstituted
promoter-dependent in vitro transcription assay (18). Individual
sequence motifs (e.g., the spymotif) were inserted into native rDNA
sequence downstream of the transcription start site (Fig. 1A). This
motif was chosen because it was identified as the strongest ter-
minator of E. coli RNAP transcription in a recent survey (19). To
this template we added Pol I, Rrn3p, TBP, and core factor (CF)
(Rrn6p, Rrn7p, and Rrn11p) to assemble the Pol I preinitiation
complex at the promoter. Transcription was initiated by the ad-
dition of ATP, GTP, UTP (15 μM of each), and 32P-labeled UTP,
resulting in synchronized transcription elongation complexes at
the first encoded C (position +56). The synchronized enzymes were
then released by addition of 15 μM CTP, and samples were col-
lected as a function of time. Resultant RNA transcripts were re-
solved via PAGE and visualized by phosphorimage analysis. If a
fraction of the Pol I population paused, arrested, or terminated at
the spy motif, a product ∼100 nucleotides shorter than the full-
length product was observed (Fig. 1B). To quantify the magnitude
of the effect of the motif on Pol I transcription elongation, we
calculated the ratio of the shortened product to the total RNA
signal in each individual lane.
Inclusion of the spy terminator motif in the template resulted

in the appearance of a short product (Fig. 2 A and B) not seen
in the negative control (Fig. 2B). Since accumulation of this

short product is not rescued after an extended incubation time
of 20 min, we conclude that these complexes have either termi-
nated transcription or are terminally arrested. These data indi-
cate that the spy terminator motif directly perturbs transcription
elongation by Pol I.

Fig. 1. Promoter-dependent in vitro transcription assay for RNA polymerase
I. (A) linearized DNA template for promoter-dependent in vitro transcription
by RNA polymerase I. (B) Experimental scheme for RNA polymerase I promoter-
dependent in vitro transcription assay.

Fig. 2. The spy rho-independent terminator motif affects RNA polymerase I
transcription in vitro. (A) Proposed secondary structure of transcribed spy
rho-independent terminator motif. (B) Polyacrylamide gel of long time course
in vitro transcription of the spy rho-independent terminator template by RNA
polymerase I (Left), compared with the negative control (Right). (C) The short
product at each time point of short time course expressed as a percentage of
total signal. n = 3, error bars represent SD. (D) Polyacrylamide gel of time
course in vitro transcription of the biotinylated spy rho-independent termi-
nator template followed by streptavidin immunoprecipitation (IP) comparing
no IP (Left portion) to the IP flowthrough (Right portion).
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To define the kinetics of the spy effect on Pol I, we measured
reaction progress during shorter time courses. The accumulation
of short product reaches a maximum of 83 ± 6.7% of total RNA
product at the 30-s time point (Fig. 2C). The accumulation of
short product then decreases at each time point before stabiliz-
ing at 30 ± 1.6% of total RNA product after 60 s (Fig. 2C). To
determine if the observed effect was termination or arrest, the
experiment was repeated with a biotinylated template (Fig. 2D).
Following immunoprecipitation of the template, the short product
was observed in the flowthrough while the labeled product was
not. These data demonstrate that the nascent transcript is not as-
sociated with the DNA template, indicating that the motif induces
termination of Pol I transcription. Based on these data, it is clear
that the spy terminator motif induces pausing by the majority of
elongation complexes. Most enzymes ultimately escape this pause
and reach the end of the template, while a subset undergoes ter-
mination. Thus, rho-independent termination motifs can both
pause and terminate transcription by eukaryotic Pol I.

Multiple Regions of the spyMotif Contribute to the Effect on Pol I. To
identify the features of the spy terminator motif that are neces-
sary for its effect on Pol I transcription, we constructed several
variants of the motif. We then repeated the transcription assay
described above using these variants. In the first variant, we
shortened the stem loop to 10 base pairs from 21 (Fig. 3A).
Compared with the wild-type spy terminator motif, the shortened
stem loop variant accumulates substantially less short product at
every time point (Fig. 3A). By 90 s, the percentage of short
product is 16 ± 2.0% compared with 30 ± 1.6% for wild type. For
the second variant, we mutated the template strand to abolish
the U tract in the nascent transcript by exchanging each T resi-
due with a C residue and vice versa (Fig. 3B). The motivation for

this mutation strategy is based on the finding that uridine en-
richment in the residues directly downstream of the hairpin plays
an important role in the effect of the motif on polymerase
elongation (20). These mutations stabilize the RNA–DNA
complex by replacing the A–U base pairs with stronger G–C base
pairs which has been previously shown to reduce pausing by
prokaryotic RNAP (13, 19, 21). By 90 s, the percentage of short
product is just 10 ± 1.8% compared with 30 ± 1.6% for wild type
(Fig. 3B). Taken together, these data demonstrate that both the
stem loop length and the U tract are critical for the effect on Pol
I transcription. However, abolishing the U tract results in a
larger decrease in termination compared with the shortened
stem loop variant. These data are consistent with prokaryotic
studies showing that both of these features are critical for
pausing and terminating RNA polymerases (19). Furthermore,
these findings provide guidance for predicting effects of native
ribosomal DNA sequence on transcription elongation by Pol I.

Native rDNA Sequence Elements Affect Pol I Transcription Elongation.
To determine if endogenous elongation-affecting motifs exist, we
examined the 35S gene region of the rDNA for T-rich tracts
(which encode U tracts in the nascent transcript), which is one of
the key elements of the spy terminator motif. We identified
54 tracts that are at least 10 nucleotides long, end with three T
residues, and have a T-residue enrichment of 70% or more (Fig.
4A). The longest element observed was in the 25S rRNA coding
region of the 35S rDNA gene. We inserted this T-rich tract in-
cluding 90 nucleotides upstream and 15 nucleotides downstream
into our template and transcribed the template in vitro using the
system outlined above. We observed a transient pause of a ma-
jority of the polymerases at the rDNA sequence 30 s after re-
lease. This effect is similar to the effect of the spy terminator
motif. Most of these polymerases clear the pause and produce
full-length product with the percentage of short product stabi-
lizing at 15 ± 2.2% by 90 s postrelease (Fig. 4B). These data
demonstrate that sequences within the rDNA inhibit transcrip-
tion elongation by Pol I.
We then produced two variants to determine which parts of

this sequence were necessary for its effect on Pol I transcription.
In the first variant, we abolished the possibility of RNA stem
loop formation by scrambling the 30 nucleotides upstream of the
T tract. This perturbation had relatively little effect on short
product accumulation (Fig. 4C). In the second variant, we abolished
the T tract by exchanging the T residues for C residues in the DNA
template. Abolishing the T tract decreased short product accumu-
lation at almost every point (Fig. 4D). Thus, the T tract is required
for the motif’s pausing and termination effects on Pol I transcrip-
tion. Taken together, these data demonstrate that T tracts within
the rDNA can directly influence Pol I activity. This observation is
consistent with conclusions drawn using prokaryotic DNA elements.

Pausing by Pol I at T Tracts Is Sensitive to UTP Concentration. Since
we have determined that the T tract is critical for the effects on
Pol I transcription, we tested whether the UTP concentration in
the reaction alters the kinetics of Pol I elongation. We repeated
in vitro transcription assays under two different UTP concen-
trations: 100 μM UTP and 15 μM UTP. For the spy terminator
motif, there is a significant difference between the amount of
short product in the 100-μM UTP and 15-μM UTP experiments.
This difference is observed starting at 30 s and continues through
90 s after which both values stabilize (Fig. 5A). At 15 μM UTP,
short product accounted for 30 ± 1.6% of all RNA by 90 s. At
100 μM UTP, this value decreased to 19 ± 4%. These data
demonstrate that elevated UTP concentration suppresses, but
does not eliminate, the observed pause and termination effects
of the spy terminator motif on Pol I.
To determine if the eukaryotic sequence also responds to

substrate concentration, we repeated these experiments using

Fig. 3. Both the stem loop and U-tract regions of the spy rho-independent
terminator contribute to its effect on RNA polymerase I transcription. (A)
Predicted secondary structure of the shortened stem loop spy rho-independent
terminator motif mutant (Left) and the mutant’s short product compared
with wild type (Right). (B) Predicted secondary structure of the T-to-C switch
spy rho-independent terminator motif mutant (Left) and the mutant’s short
product compared with wild type (Right). For A and B, n = 3, error bars rep-
resent SD. Comparison by one-tailed Student’s t test. ns, not significant, *P <
0.05, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005.
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the T-rich 25S rDNA pause sequence detailed above. We found
that, like the spy motif, there is a significant reduction in ob-
served pausing at the T tract in the presence of 100 μM UTP
compared with 15 μM UTP (Fig. 5B). Although the percentage
of terminated polymerases does not change, the pause dwell time
is reduced as UTP concentration increases. All of these in vitro
analyses call for analysis of pausing by Pol I in vivo.

NETSeq Reveals Heterogeneous Pol I Occupancy on rDNA. To char-
acterize Pol I pausing in vivo, we performed NETSeq. We
adapted our methods from those used previously to characterize
RNA polymerase II (SI Appendix) (22). Three biological repli-
cates of NETSeq were performed with a S. cerevisiae strain
bearing HA-tagged Pol I, and the resultant reads were mapped
to the rDNA gene (Fig. 6A). The 3′-end of each read corresponds
to the last phosphodiester bond formed by the polymerase (Fig. 6
A and B). Our data demonstrate obvious heterogeneity in Pol I
occupancy throughout the gene. The amplitude of each peak re-
flects the frequency with which a Pol I complex is observed at that
position in vivo. Thus, high peak height can be interpreted as a
position that induces pausing by Pol I.
The overlay of the three biological replicates revealed excep-

tional reproducibility between cultures (Fig. 6 C and D). In all
three replicates, significant sequence coverage was observed only
in rDNA genes and the mature ends of snoRNAs, short RNAs

Fig. 4. Endogenous rDNA sequence induces site-specific pausing, with
contributions from the T tract and the upstream sequence. (A) T tracts
(10 nucleotides or greater in length, greater than 70% T enrichment, ending
with three T residue) in the 35S gene (marked with red lines.) The blue star
marks the T tract to be analyzed. (B) rDNA sequence wild-type short product
at each time point expressed as a percentage of total signal. (C) rDNA se-
quence upstream scramble short product compared with wild type. (D) rDNA
sequence T-to-C switch short product compared with wild type. N = 3, error
bars represent SD. Comparison by one-sided Student’s t test. ns, not signif-
icant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005.

Fig. 5. The effect of both motifs on RNA polymerase I transcription is UTP
concentration dependent. (A) Terminator wild-type short product at 15 μM
and 100 μM UTP. (B) rDNA sequence wild-type short product at 15 μM and
100 μM UTP. n = 3, error bars represent SD. Comparison by one-sided Stu-
dent’s t test. ns, not significant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005.
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associated with nascent rRNA transcripts. In addition to the 3′-
nascent RNAs detected throughout the gene, we observed large
signal spikes at the position of the mature ends of all four rRNA
species (25S, 5.8S, 18S, and 5S genes, SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). It is
well established that mature ribosomal RNA is recovered when
preparing RNA sequencing libraries. Furthermore, the 5S gene
is not transcribed by Pol I, yet it was observed in all of our li-
braries (SI Appendix, Fig. S4B). Thus, we concluded that these
four large peaks represented contaminating mature product, not
nascent RNA, and we eliminated these peaks from subsequent
analyses and plots.
Initial analysis revealed significantly lower Pol I occupancy

within the spacer regions of the rDNA compared with the re-
gions that encode mature rRNA (Fig. 7). There are a number of
potential explanations for this observation. The simplest in-
terpretation is that Pol I may elongate more quickly through
those regions of the template, particularly the spacer between
the 18S and 5.8S regions termed “ITS1” (Fig. 7A). It is known
that mature rRNA folds into stable secondary and tertiary

structures, whereas spacer elements are less well conserved and
likely less structured. If rRNA structures begin to form on the
nascent RNA, these structures might slow down Pol I. This po-
tential effect would be exacerbated in the sequences that give
rise to mature product. It is also possible that there is contami-
nation of our nascent RNA with degradation products of mature
rRNA (see Discussion below).
To determine sites of polymerase pausing, we identified the

top 2.5% of positions by Pol I occupancy (171 positions) for each

Fig. 6. RNA polymerase I NETSeq reads map to rDNA and are qualitatively
reproducible. (A) NETSeq Pol I full-read density in the 35S gene (blue) com-
pared with 3′-end density (black) with 35S gene diagram below. (B) NETSeq
rDNA 3′-end density, with 35S gene diagram below. Spacer residues high-
lighted in pink, gene residues highlighted in cyan. (C ) NETSeq rDNA 3′-end
densities from three biological replicates overlaid (blue, green, red) with 35S
gene diagram below. (D) Heat map of Spearman’s correlations between rep-
licate position lists ranked by occupancy. All P values <1 × 10−8.

Fig. 7. RNA polymerase I occupancy is increased in gene regions. (A) Violin
plot with incorporated box plots of rDNA position occupancies sorted
by region. Counts are log2 transformed. (B) Violin plot with incorporated
box plots of all spacer positions and all gene positions. Counts are log2
transformed and normalized. Comparison by Mann–Whitney U test. ***P
value <1 × 10−8.
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replicate as top sites of polymerase enrichment/pausing. A total
of 127 positions were found in the top 2.5% by occupancy in all
three sets. None of these top positions coincide with the ends of
the T tracts identified by our in vitro studies (Figs. 4A and 8A).
Broadening our analysis, we examined the sequence content
immediately upstream of the polymerase occupancy at each top
pause site. We focused on the seven nucleotides upstream of
each position, as this would reflect the minimal RNA:DNA hy-

brid within the polymerase. We found a significant correlation
between hybrid U content and Pol I occupancy (Fig. 8B).
However, the correlation coefficient was very small [Spearman’s
correlation coefficient (ρ) = −0.043, P < 1 × 10−8], indicating
that that hybrid U content is not a reliable predictor of Pol I
pausing in vivo. Generation of a sequence logo using the top sites
yielded the intriguing result that only one of the 127 top sites had
a G residue as the last encoded nucleotide (Fig. 8C). We then

Fig. 8. Low RNA polymerase I occupancy correlates strongly with last encoded nucleotide. (A) NETSeq Pol I 3′-end densities (black) with significant positions
indicated (wheat) and previously identified U tracts (red) with 35S gene diagram below. (B) Violin plot of 3′-positions sorted by RNA:DNA hybrid U content,
with incorporated box plots. Counts are log2 transformed and normalized. Correlation coefficient determined by Spearman’s correlation test, P value <1 ×
10−8. (C) Sequence logo of the RNA:DNA hybrid corresponding to top 3′-positions conserved in all three sets. (D) Violin plot with incorporated box plots of
rDNA position occupancies sorted by last encoded nucleotide. Comparison by Kruskal–Wallis test produced a P value <1 × 10−8. (E) Box plot of position
occupancies proximal to last encoded G residues. Counts are log2 transformed. Comparisons by Mann–Whitney U test. ns, not significant, *P value <5 × 10−6,
***P value <5 × 10−16.
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looked at occupancy across the gene as a factor of the last
encoded nucleotide and found a significantly lower median oc-
cupancy value for G residues (Fig. 8D). Expanding this analysis,
we determined the occupancy at positions proximal to G residues
(Fig. 8E). We observed significantly increased occupancy directly
upstream of G residues. These data strongly suggest that the
incorporation of G nucleotides by Pol I occurs more slowly than
the other three, but addition of the next nucleotide after a G
residue occurs more rapidly. The relationship between nascent
preribosome assembly and Pol I transcription is crucially im-
portant, and NETSeq provides a critical tool for characterization
of this complex biosynthetic process.
Certain aspects of our data suggest contamination by mature

rRNA species or nascent transcripts from different polymerases.
We observe no significant reads from Pol II-transcribed genes or
from Pol III-transcribed tRNA genes (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 C and
D). However, we observe signal at positions throughout the 5S
gene, which is transcribed by Pol III (SI Appendix, Fig. S4B).
These data suggest that either 5S rRNA is coprecipitated with
the nascent 35S rRNA or we are detecting contamination from
degrading mature rRNAs and mapping them to the 35S gene.
Unlike studies focused on mRNA synthesis, we cannot simply
“ribo-deplete” our libraries as we are uniquely focused on the
rDNA. To rigorously ensure that our conclusions are reflective
of nascent transcription and not artifacts of bulk ribosome decay,
we repeated our analysis focusing only on residues in the spacer
regions of the 35S gene. These residues are not present in ma-
ture ribosomes and are rapidly degraded during pre-rRNA
processing. We found that the trends observed through the en-
tire 35S gene were recapitulated in this smaller spacer RNA set
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6). These data confirm that contaminating
rRNA is not the driver of the observed phenomena.
Our NETSeq data are highly reproducible, revealing sites of

increased and decreased Pol I occupancy in vivo. We have also
discovered two sequence variables that correlate significantly
with low Pol I occupancy. However, these data also suggest that
DNA sequence elements alone do not govern Pol I occupancy.
This disconnect between the biochemical studies and experi-
ments in live cells is expected, given the relative complexity of
the two systems. Importantly, these data suggest that although
sequence elements can influence Pol I directly, there may be
many additional features that influence and control Pol I in vivo.
The search for these factors (transcription elongation factors,
nucleosomes, RNA structures, as-yet undiscovered sequence
elements, etc.) represents an exciting area of future investigation.

Discussion
Analysis of Pol I pausing in vitro and in vivo reveals important
features of the enzyme while raising key questions regarding the
cellular factors and conditions that govern pausing. Our data
clearly demonstrate that Pol I is prone to pausing. This obser-
vation is not surprising, since previous studies have identified or
predicted pausing for many RNA polymerases (9, 23–28).
Pausing of transcription elongation can have important conse-
quences on gene regulation. Sophisticated regulatory systems,
such as attenuation mechanisms in bacteria, rely on programmed
pausing of RNAP (25). Furthermore, pausing by Pol II is a re-
cently defined feature of eukaryotic gene regulation that has
dramatic impact on cell growth and differentiation (29, 30). In
this study we begin to explore the factors that control pausing by
Pol I. We not only identify key features that are conserved
among RNA polymerases but also raise questions regarding the
factors that govern pausing in vivo.

DNA Sequence Effects on Transcription Are Conserved Between Bacteria
and Eukaryotes.Here, we demonstrate that a prokaryotic terminator
motif can induce pausing and termination of transcription by a
eukaryotic polymerase. The observed pausing and termination of

transcription by Pol I can be modulated by modification of
the stem loop or U-tract regions of the spy terminator motif.
We further demonstrated that the induced pausing and termi-
nation were both dependent on UTP concentration. All of these
factors are consistent with previous observations in prokaryotic
systems (12, 19, 31). Previous studies have suggested that certain
DNA sequence elements can directly affect all RNA polymer-
ases (32). Our findings reveal clearly conserved effects of pro-
karyotic terminator motifs on both Pol I and RNAP. Similar
motifs also affect Pol II (15–17). All of these data support the
conclusion that critical interactions between the DNA template,
the nascent RNA, and the RNA polymerase have been preserved
throughout evolution.

Substrate Concentration May Influence rRNA Synthesis Directly. The
data described above provide insight into sequence motifs that
affect transcription elongation by Pol I. Our search for similar T
tracts in the rDNA yielded 54 sites (Fig. 4A). In vitro tran-
scription of one such site from the 25S region had a similar effect
on Pol I transcription as the rho-independent terminator motif.
We also determined that the pause, but not the termination ef-
fect of this motif, was sensitive to UTP concentration. In the
context of gene regulation, this is potentially an important
finding. Given the established link between Pol I transcription
rate and efficient rRNA processing (4), it is possible that these
pause sites mediate RNA secondary structure formation re-
quired for rRNA processing, a phenomenon previously observed
in prokaryotic expression systems (11). Taking into account the
UTP concentration dependence of these T tracts, these pause
sites could alternatively serve as cellular sensors of nutrient
concentration. Each pause site might be sensitive to UTP con-
centration around a specific threshold. If pausing by Pol I were
responsive to substrate concentration, then rRNA processing
might be linked to cellular nutrient conditions. No such factor-
independent stress sensor has been identified in eukaryotic
rRNA expression. However, substrate NTP concentration plays a
pivotal role in the regulation of prokaryotic rRNA synthesis (33,
34). This previously described regulatory mechanism demonstrates
that nutrient sensing via the cellular nucleoside triphosphate pool
can be exploited for the control of rRNA synthesis.

In Vitro Pausing by Pol I Is Not Predictive of Pause Sites in Vivo. To
characterize Pol I pausing in vivo, we adapted NETSeq methods
from those used previously for Pol II (22). We observed obvious
heterogeneity in Pol I occupancy. Notably, we saw no significant
correlation between identified T tracts and Pol I occupancy (Fig.
8A). In addition, we found that U-residue enrichment in the
rDNA hybrid had little effect on Pol I occupancy (Fig. 8B).
These results stand in stark contrast to what we observed in vitro.
One potential explanation for this discrepancy is that the bio-
chemical studies were performed under conditions of limiting
substrate. Our in vitro experiments were performed at a NTP
concentration of 15 μM for each nucleotide. Increasing the
concentration to 100 μM largely abrogated the effect on Pol I
elongation for both motifs (Fig. 5). The K1/2 value for ATP
concentration with respect to Pol I elongation in vitro is 170 μM
(35), and the nucleolar concentrations of NTP in living cells is
expected to be much higher. Thus, our in vitro experiments were
performed at subsaturating substrate concentrations. The lack of
pausing at these T tracts in vivo may be due to the fact that the
nucleolar NTP concentrations during balanced growth were
simply too high. Perhaps under conditions when substrates are
limited (as discussed above), DNA sequence elements may
contribute more substantially to pausing in vivo.
Another potential explanation for the discrepancy between

pause site selection in vitro versus in vivo is the relative com-
plexity of the two experimental systems. The biochemical assays
that we deploy are fully reconstituted. The DNA template is free
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of histones, and all of the proteins other than Pol I are expressed
and purified from E. coli. Thus, these assays are designed to
characterize the minimal set of factors that influence RNA syn-
thesis. Our data demonstrate that under these purified conditions,
DNA sequence elements can have robust effects on transcription
by distantly related RNA polymerases. However, in vivo these
potential effects may be secondary to effects by other factors (DNA
binding proteins or elongation assisting factors). Based on this
model, there exists a collection of factors that directly influence
the rate of Pol I transcription throughout the rDNA gene.
One candidate factor is the Spt4/5 complex. SPT5 is conserved

throughout eukarya (36). NusG, the homolog of Spt5 in bacteria,
has been shown to increase the elongation rate and general
processivity of the E. coli RNA polymerase in vitro (37). The
Spt4/5 complex has been shown to affect the processivity of Pol
II (38). We demonstrated previously that Spt4/5 interacts directly
with Pol I (39, 40). Furthermore, deletion of SPT4 or mutation of
SPT5 resulted in defective rRNA synthesis and processing (40,
41). The interaction of the Spt4/5 complex with elongating Pol I
may increase its transcription elongation rate or processivity,
allowing it to read through sequences which might otherwise
cause Pol I to pause or arrest. Defining the factors that perturb
Pol I activity in vivo will impact our understanding of how cells
orchestrate the complex process of ribosome assembly.

Pol I Occupancy Is Reduced at G Residues. Analysis of the sequence
context of the most robust sites of pausing revealed an anti-
preference for G as the last encoded nucleotide (Fig. 8C). Ex-
panded analysis revealed significantly lower occupancy at G
residues throughout the rDNA, indicating that this is a gene-wide
trend instead of being specific to high-occupancy sites (Fig. 8D).
Analysis of occupancy at positions proximal to G residues also
revealed a significant increase in occupancy directly upstream.
This G antipreference has not been described in any previous
NETSeq studies, suggesting that the phenomenon is not simply
an artifact of library generation. While a similar phenomenon has
been observed in vivo for RNAP (42), there are no previous ex-
amples of differential nucleotide incorporation by Pol I in vivo.
Interestingly, Pol I occupancy at A residues was not similarly re-
duced compared with G residues, suggesting that the difference is
not due simply to purine or pyrimidine base identity. The simplest
explanation for these findings is that incorporation of G nucleo-
tides is slow, but incorporation by Pol I after addition of a G to the
nascent RNA is fast. We do not see any significant effect of the
identity of the next encoded nucleotide (Fig. 8C). Thus, this effect
is apparently due to unique features of the deoxyC:riboG hybrid
in the active site of the polymerase. The structural basis for this
observation is not yet clear. Perhaps the deoxyC:riboG hybrid pro-
vides a particularly efficient substrate for isomerization/translocation
of the polymerase or a favorable substrate for the next nucleotide
addition. Mutational analyses and biochemical characterization
will reveal the nature of this unexpected effect of rDNA sequence.

Methods
Generation of DNA Template. We synthesized linear DNA fragments con-
taining a NotI restriction site, the S. cerevisiae RNA polymerase I distal and
core promoter sequences, the first 55 transcribed residues of the 35S gene
mutated such that no C residues are encoded, 250 residues of rDNA from the
25S gene, the DNA sequence to be assayed, another 100 residues of rDNA
from the 25S gene, an SfoI restriction site, and an XhoI restriction site, as
diagrammed in Fig. 1A. These fragments served as templates for all in vitro
assays. For the study of the effect of rho-independent terminator motifs on
Pol I, the sequence to be assayed was the rho-independent terminator motif
from the E. coli gene spy, using the sequence described in the SI Appendix
from Chen et al. (19). The Terminator T-to-C mutant template was prepared
similarly, except residues 5′-TTTTCTTTTCTCTTCT-3′ in the terminator motif
were replaced with 5′-CCCCTCCCCTCTCCTC-3′. For the Terminator short
stem loop mutant template, the residues 5′-TCTTGTCCACTACCTTGCAG-
TAATGCGGTGGACAGGATC-3′ in the terminator motif were replaced with

5′-CAGTCGAAAGACTG-3′. For the rDNA sequence analysis, the sequence to
be assayed consisted of residues 1591–1710 of the S. cerevisiae 25S gene. The
rDNA sequence T-to-C switch mutant template was prepared similarly, except
residues 5′-TTATCTTTTCTTCTT-3′ from the rDNA sequence were replaced with
5′-CCACTCCCCTCCTCC-3′. In the rDNA sequence upstream scramble mutant
template the residues 5′-TGGAGACGTCGGCGCGAGCCCTGGGAGGAG-3′ were
replaced with 5′-CCGTAGTGCTAAGGTAACCTACAACGTGCT-3′. For the nega-
tive control, the sequence to be assayed is the 52 residue scramble sequence
5′-CGTGGCGCGGACTCGAGGAACGGACGCGAAGCTAACGGAATAGTGACTCTTC-3′.
The full sequences for all linear DNA fragments are available in SI Appendix.
The fragment was ligated into the pBluescript vector plasmid using the NotI
and XhoI restriction sites and linearized using the SfoI restriction site. For the
bioitinylated template, the linear DNA fragment was amplified by PCR with a
5′-biotinylated primer. DNA concentrations were determined using a Nano-
drop 2000c spectrophotometer.

Purification of Proteins. S. cerevisiae Pol I, CF (Rrn6p, Rrn7p, Rrn11p), and
Tata binding protein (TBP) were purified as previously described (43).

S. cerevisiae Rrn3p was purified from E. coli bearing pDAS903. This plas-
mid consists of the pSUMO vector plasmid with the RRN3 gene cloned into it
such that the sequence MHHHHHH followed by the 101-aa SUMO fusion
protein was added to the N terminus of Rrn3p. Protein expression was in-
duced by growth in phosphate-buffered TB supplemented with 0.25% vol/vol
glycerol, 0.025 wt/vol glucose, and 0.1% wt/vol galactose. Cells from a 1-L
culture with Abs600 = 0.6 were pelleted at 4,400 × g for 30 min. The pellet
was resuspended in 50 mL breakage buffer (50 mM Tris·Cl, 500 mM KCl,
10 mM imidazole, 1% vol/vol glycerol pH, 7.8). The cells were lysed via a
French pressure cell at 15,000 psi. The lysate was then cleared at 36,000 × g
for 30 min. The supernatant was incubated with a 50% vol/vol GE Fast-Flow
nickel resin slurry in breakage buffer for 2 h at 4 °C. The nickel resin was
pelleted via centrifugation at 500 × g for 3 min and washed with 10 mL wash
buffer (50 mM Tris·Cl, 200 mM KCl, 10 mM imidazole, 1% vol/vol glycerol, pH
7.8). The protein was eluted with 7.5 mL elution buffer (50 mM Tris·Cl,
200 mM KCl, 250 mM imidazole, 1% vol/vol glycerol, pH 7.8.) The nickel
elution fraction was then supplemented with 1 mM DTT and purified SUMO
protease and incubated overnight to cleave the 6xHis-SUMO tag off of
Rrn3p. The nickel eluent containing now untagged Rrn3p was then loaded
onto a GE Mono Q 5/50 GL anion exchange column and washed with 10 mL
buffer A (50 mM Tris·Cl, 200 mM KCl, 10% vol/vol glycerol, pH 7.8.) The
bound protein was eluted using a gradient of 0–100% buffer B (50 mM Tris·
Cl, 1 M KCl, 10% vol/vol glycerol, pH 7.8.) All protein concentrations were
determined via dual-beam spectrophotometry.

Promoter-Dependent in Vitro Transcription. Based on a previously described
in vitro transcription assay (18), standard experiments were performed at
25 °C with a volume of 20 μL. Experiments contained standard reaction
buffer (17.5 mM Tris acetate pH 7.9, 87.5 mM potassium glutamate, pH 7.95,
7 mM magnesium acetate, 1.75 mM DTT, 0.035 units/μL RNase inhibitor,
0.175 mg/mL BSA, 2.6% glycerol) 169 nM CF, 169 nM TBP, 169 nM Rrn3p,
169 nM RNA polymerase I, 2.3 nM linearized DNA template, 15 μM ATP, CTP,
GTP, UTP, ∼300 nM [α-32P] NTP (UTP for the rho-independent terminator
studies and GTP for the 25S pause region studies), and 0.025 mg/mL hepa-
rin. Rrn3p and RNA polymerase I were incubated at 25 °C for 1 h before the
transcription experiment.

Linearized DNA template was added to a 2.5-fold concentrated mixture of
standard reaction buffer, followed by CF, TBP, and Rrn3P/RNA polymerase I
complex. ATP, GTP, UTP, and radiolabeled nucleotide were then added to the
mixture to allow for transcription of the 55 nucleotide C-less coding region
for 3 min. CTP and heparin were then added to allow the polymerases to
transcribe past the C-less coding region and prevent binding of unbound
polymerases to the template, respectively. After the indicated amount of
time, reactions were quenched with 250 μL 1 M ammonium acetate in 95%
ethanol and cooled overnight at −20 °C. The nascent RNA was pelleted by
centrifugation at 16,800 × g for 15 min. The pellet was resuspended in 20 μL
RNA loading dye (90% formamide, 25 mM EDTA, 0.025 mg/mL bromophenol
blue, pH 8.54). After 10 min of incubation, 10 μL of each sample was loaded
into an 8% polyacrylamide gel, which was run for 65 min at 700 V in 1× TBE.
The gel was then dried for 2 h and exposed to a phosphor screen overnight.

The in vitro transcription experiment with the biotinylated template was
performed as above, except the reactions were quenched with two volumes of
38 mM EDTA in standard reaction buffer. Half of each reaction was incubated
with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads for 25 min at 25 °C. The beads were
then sequestered by magnet and the flowthrough was isolated. Both fractions
for each time point were then combined with 250 μL 1 M ammonium acetate
in 95% ethanol and resolved by polyacrylamide gel as above.
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Gel Imaging and Data Analysis. Gels were imaged using the GE Typhoon
scanner. All analysis was performed using the ImageQuant TL software
package. The volume of the full-length and truncated product bands was
determined. The volume for each band was then normalized to radioactive
nucleotide incorporation. To produce the fractional product value at each
time point, the normalized volume of the truncated product band in that lane
was divided by the sum of the normalized truncated product volume and the
normalized full-length product volume, and multiplied by 100.

Native Elongating Transcript Sequencing for Pol I. NETSeq was adapted for use
with Pol I, based in large part on previous studies targeting Pol II (22). Detailed

descriptions of the cell growth, harvest, RNA isolation, library preparation,
and data analysis are provided in SI Appendix.
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